
 

Self-reliance We ourselves ARE AWESOME!!
not family orientated
driving everywhere
being punctual
fast food
USA
Less stress about/ uncaring about education 
(oh the irony)
Education 
Family values
Selfish
NEWBS UNWELCOME-you racist. ← :)
We believe we are superior
we depend greatly on ourselves
dont put high importance in schooling and 
education 
bettering ourselves and not helping others 
succeed. 
focused on our own well being and not other 
people. 
usa secludes ourselves from the rest of the 
worlds problems. 
use cars to get everywhere
 

Control high value on freedom
havin is under our control. Unlike China 
where the government chooses.
Security (National/Local)
Greeting others
Enjoy controlling our future
Critical of others
convenence 
We control what we eat
 Following the rules
USA
limited news
convenience
driving everywhere
being punctual
Less tress about/ uncaring about our 
educationn
private bathrooms
being anal dabout cleanliness.
Pets
Fast food is gross.
Focused on ourselves
Depend greatly on other people to provide 
lines are out in sports. 



 
 

Equality high value on freedom
care/help each other
being rude to old people and teachers
what are old people?
Have pets- We treat them as equals. take 
them shopping. Animal rights etc.
police enforce the law
Pets
USA

Capitalism Selfish, better life, materialistic
Debt
extremists.
fast food
USA
Valuing the individual :)
The American Dream 

Law & Order sports (football), generational values, police 
enforcementd
following the rules 
limited newspolice enforce the laws
most don’t take religion seriously
lawsuits galore
USA

Speaking up Proud, patriotic, try to care/help others
following the rules
limited news : no info on world cup, world 
news.. mainly just local news
Pets 
Greeting
Tv/Media
Sacred? of terrorism
Proud
USA
Conspiracys
Gossip
Animal rights-dogs are people too
public brcoadcast
freedomc
blogging
twitter/fatbook friend request
social networking
exaggeratiocn/extremists
 



Speed Fast food, being on time, relaxed
We dont walk anywhere
Time matters and we cant be late!
police enforce the laws
driving everywhere
fast food
black people run fast (typical)  
depend greatly on other people to provide for 
us.
USA ha
we care about what other people think about 
us. (ha! not really) 
Being punctual
speeding
highways everywhere
modernization
 

 


